All-Around

**Gamma TNT II:** Ultra-responsive with excellent feel, Gamma’s bestselling string. This solid core string provides great comfort, playability and spin. ($26)

**Live Wire:** Combines a unique multifiber construction and Gamma’s patented irradiation process for more power, control and less shock. ($30)

**Babolat RPM Team:** This polyester string is softer than most other polyesters in the market. Great string for players who provide their own power but are looking for some extra pop and spin on the ball. Also, works well in hybrid sting jobs due to its high durability. ($33)

Durability

**Prince Topspin:** Textured string offering maximum spin, control and power. Triple twist construction utilizes Duraflex for increased durability and consistency. Offered in 15L Gauge. ($23)

**Babolat Pro Hurricane:** The original polyester, this is a stiffer string than RPM Team and is best for those that break strings often. This string offers great durability while helping with spin and control. Also works well as a hybrid string. ($27)

**Live Wire XP:** According to Gamma, Live Wire 16 XP offers “power and control, superior durability and a crisp, solid feel. A soft Pearl coating provides added comfort and durability. ($31)

Performance

**Wilson NXT Duo II:** The Wilson NXT Duo II combines Luxilon Adrenaline 17g and Wilson NXT 16g strings. Luxilon Adrenaline is polyester made from liquid crystalline. Adrenaline provides a crisp, firm feel that’s great for the hard-hitting players. ($35)

**Wilson NXT:** One the best playing synthetic strings on the market. Multifilament construction that looks, feels, and plays very much like Natural Gut. Available in 16 or 17 gauge. ($36)

**Gamma Live Wire Professional:** Live Wire Professional 16 offers “Gut-like performance in a multifilament string”. Including increased resiliency and elasticity, and 20% Higher Impact Urethane Resin for improved vibration dampening. ($38)

Value

**Prince Synthetic Gut:** The #1 selling string in the world. Something for everyone: good playability, good durability, good price. Players of all ranges (from 3.0-5.0) will find this string to be a great value. ($20)

**Gamma Synthetic Gut:** An all-around performance string that offers a balance of playability and durability for a wide audience of playing styles. Offered in 16 and 17 gauge. ($18)
Gamma Wearguard w/Duraflex: Wearguard technology offers longer life with enhanced playability. The core of the string is made from Gamma’s Super Resilient Dynalon Center Core and is designed to offer more power than conventional synthetic gut. ($18)

Gamma Challenger: Economical nylon string by Gamma. ($15)

Squash

Ashaway Supernick: The official string of the PSA and WISPA, Supernick provides power, durability, and exceptional feel. ($25)

OTHER RACQUET REPAIR SERVICES.

Racquet Handle Regripping ($1)
Natural Gut Stringing Surcharge ($2)
Racquet Handle Size Build Up ($2)
Replacement of Racket Grommets (labor-only) ($5)
24-Hour Stringing Fee ($5)